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A-Vocabulary: 

Fifth Grade First Question Bank 

Year 1442 H /2020-2021-Term 2 
 

         Unit (4):  Themes 1, 3, and 5

    Question 1:( Multiple Choices) 

   Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

1. risks 

 (A) ignored (B) dangers (C) was grateful (D) suffered through 

2. obedience 

 (A) was grateful (B) ignored (C) dangers (D) following orders 

3. appreciated 

 (A) ignored (B) was grateful (C) dangers (D) suffered through 

4. neglected 

 (A) was grateful (B) dangers (C) ignored (D) following orders 

5. globe 

 (A) fuel (B) rotting (C) dangers (D) sphere with a map 

6. substances burned to make heat or power  

 (A) fuels (B) decayed (C) globe (D) electrical 

7. Every room in my house has three __________ outlets. 

 (A) decayed (B) electrical (C) fuels (D) globe 

8. She ______________ her teacher. 

 (A) neglected (B) risk (C) obedience (D) misunderstood 

9. What is coral or sand right under the water’s surface called? 

 (A) reef (B) current (C) coral (D) brittle 

10. How can you describe something easy to break? 

 (A) brittle (B) current (C) reef (D) suburbs 

11. What is a flow of water? 

 (A) reef (B) current (C) coral (D) brittle 
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12. pretending to have something 

 (A) neglected (B) bluffing (C) appreciated (D) obedience 

13. What do you call it when two people work together? 

 (A) coral (B) partnership (C) obedience (D) brittle 

14. What word means "after a while “? 

 (A) eventually (B) suburbs (C) coral (D) reef 

15. What would you call the area outside of a city? 

 (A) neglected (B) partnership (C) suburbs (D) reef 

16. 
What is a small underwater animal with a hard skeleton outside its 
body? 

 
(A) coral (B) brittle (C) current (D) suburbs 

 

 

Question 2:( Pairing Questions) 

Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate 

word from column (2). 
 

Column (1) Column 
 

1.                                                             

 
(A) brittle 

2. 

                                                        

 
(B) globe   

3. 
                                                

 
(C)  risks 

5.                                                              
(D) selecting 

 

  6.                                                                           

(E) bluffing 
   
7. 

 
  

  

 (F) fuel 
 
 
8.  

(G) electrical 

  
(H) obedience 

  
(I) partnership 
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B-Spelling: 

  Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

1. I used a __________ to sit on. 

 (A) stol (B) stool (C) stoal (D) sootl 

2. I am in a silly __________. 

 (A) mood (B) modo (C) moad (D) mod 

3. Costumes (Circle the answer with the correct spelling) 

 (A)  suets (B)  suiits (C) suits (D)  suots 

4. Farmers sheer sheep for their _______. 

 (A)  wol (B)  wool (C)  woal (D)  woll 

5. assembly (Circle the answer with the correct spelling) 

 (A) group (B) grop (C)  grope (D)  graup 

6.  Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) moev (B) moive (C) move (D) moove 

7 Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) riped (B) rippt (C) ript (D) ripped 

8. Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) cookie (B) kookie (C) cooky (D) cukie 

9. u__ed (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) c (B) s (C) m (D) i 

10. A small red fruit. (Circle the answer with the correct spelling). 

 (A) strawbery (B) strewberry (C) strowberry (D) strawberry 

11. 
What do you use to write on the board? (Circle the answer with 
the correct spelling) 

 (A) chak (B) chalk (C)  chake  (D)  clahk 

12. for_ed (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) c (B) r (C) e (D) d 

13. cre__ (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) a (B) w (C) y (D) c 

14. We ____________ all the wood to make the fire. 

 (A) usid (B) usede (C) used (D)  uzed 
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15. Mother always __________her own vegetables in the backyard. 

 (A) grewe (B) grrew (C) grewe (D) grew 
 

16. Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) tasted (B) tasteed (C) taisted (D) taisteed 

17. Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) kared (B) kareed (C) cared (D) careed 

18. s_ipped (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) c (B) f (C) k (D) t 

19. d_awn (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) k (B) a (C) r (D) m 

20. s__all (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) m (B) z (C) r (D) j 
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 

 Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate  

  word from column (2). 
 

Column (1) Column (2) 

 
 1.                                                      (A)  food  

                                                    
 2.   (B) tasted   

   
 3.                                                (C) spool 

   
 4.                                                

  (D) strawberry   

 
  5.                                                   

 

 (E) flagged 
   
  6. 
  

    (F) used 

 
  7. 

 
  (G) caller 

 
  8. 

 
  (H) grew  

 
  9. 

 
  (I) wool 

 
  10. 

 
  (J)  half 

    
                                                

 
 (K) cookies 

 
 

 

 
  (L) skipping 

 
 

 

 
 (M) tapped 
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C-Grammar: 
Question 1:( Multiple Choices): 
Choose that which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

 

 

1. 
 There was no apple cake left because the cat ate ____. (Choose 

the correct pronoun) 

 (A) it (B) him (C) her (D) them 

2. 
My brother and I hope that _____ can get a cat. (Complete the 
sentence with the correct pronoun) 

 (A) them (B) her (C) we (D) it 

3. 
Ike said that ___ wanted to come home. (Choose the correct 

pronoun) 

 (A) us (B) it (C) his (D) he 

4. 
 I feel sick, and I don’t know what’s wrong with ___. (Choose the   
 correct pronoun) 

 (A) it (B) me (C) he (D) they 

5. 
 There were enough cupcakes for all of ___. (Choose the correct   
 pronoun) 

 (A) it (B) him (C) us (D) she 

6. 
 Sue asked me to give the ball to _____. (Choose the correct   
 pronoun) 

 (A) her (B) I (C) we (D) it 

7. 
 She _______ books about how things work. (Choose the correct 

form of action verb) 

 (A) read (B) reading (C) reads (D) is read 

8. 
Where I live, we _____ energy from the river. (Choose the 
correct form of action verb) 

 (A) is get (B) get (C) gets (D) getting 

9. 
We ______ more twigs to start the fire. (Choose the correct 
form of action verb) 

 (A) needing (B) needs (C) need (D) is needing 

10. 
Rasheed (know) ________ a great deal about electricity. (Choose 
the correct form of the underlined action verb) 

 (A) knowing (B) knows (C) will knew (D) known 
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11. 
Windmills (make) _____ energy from the wind. (Choose the correct 
form of the underlined action verb) 

 (A) making (B) makes (C) make (D) will made 

12. 
My uncle (ride) ______ a bike to work. (Choose the correct form 
of the underlined action verb) 

 (A) riding (B) rides (C) rode (D) will rode 

13. 
 Bill (be) _____ helping protect the environment. (Choose the 
correct form of the underlined verb)   

 (A) are (B) were (C) is (D) am 

14. 
 Helen (be) ______good with tools. (Choose the correct form of 
the underlined verb) 

 (A) have (B) is (C) has (D) be 

15. 
The wind farm ___ on the top of the hill. (Choose the correct 
form of have/be to complete each sentence) 

 (A) have (B) are (C) is (D) has 

16.  I _____ a friend who works on a wind farm. (Choose the correct 
form of the have/be to complete each sentence) 

 (A) has (B) have (C) is (D) are 

17. 
 “You are right, Mom. I do like it.” (Choose the correct 
contraction for the underlined word) 

 (A) Your’e (B) Y’oure (C) You’re (D) Yo’ure 

18. 
“Let’s wait for Dad. He will be here around three o’clock.” 
(Choose the correct contraction for the underlined word) 

 (A) He’ll (B) H’ll (C) He w’ll (D) Hll’ 

19. 
“I am so excited to see it.” he said. (Choose the correct 
contraction for the underlined word)) 

 (A) I’am (B) Ia’m (C) I’m (D) Iam’ 

20. 
“It is very special." (Choose the correct contraction for the 
underlined word. ) 

 (A) its (B) i’ts (C) it’s (D) its’ 
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Question 2: (True or False) 

Put Ⓣ True if the underlined verb is in the correct form or Ⓕ False if the 

underlined verb isn’t in the correct form. 
 

1) My car uses less gas than yours. T F 

2) Every few years my dad buy a new truck. T F 

3) My mom put up solar panels at her job. T F 

4) Ed’s sister designs hybrid cars. T F 

5) She knows how to use all kinds of tools. T F 

6) My sister and I help my dad with projects. T F 

7) Peter’s grandfather work in an oil field. T F 

8) My sister love learning about electricity. T F 

9) We needs more twig to start a fire. T F 

10) Our teacher hikes in the mountains. T F 
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D-Writing: 
Question 1:( Multiple Choices): 

Choose that which represents the correct choice for every question. 

 

 

1.  She brushed her ______ hair. (Choose the suitable adjectives) 

 (A) green (B) chubby (C) long (D) young 

2. 
The boy teased the _______ kids in the park. (Choose the 
suitable adjectives) 

 (A) hairy (B) leafy (C) small (D)curly 

3. There is ____ book on the table. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) many (B) two (C) a (D) few 

4.    She has a _________face. (Choose the suitable adjective) 

 (A) two (B) blue (C) round (D) short 

5. The ___ girl is my best friend. (Choose the suitable adjectives) 
 

 (A) green (B) long (C) thin (D) leafy 

6.  There ___ some books on the table. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) a (B) are (C) is (D) two 

7. 
 There are two pictures hanging ____ the couch. (Choose the 
correct preposition) 

 (A) above (B) under (C) on (D) in 

8. There ___ a coffee table. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) are (B) a (C) is (D)an 

9. 
There is one big couch ___ the room. (Choose the correct 
preposition) 

 (A) on (B) in (C) over (D) between 

10. This ___ a big room. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) an (B) is (C) are (D) am 
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1. Write a paragraph describing your friend. 
 
 Help Box: name- years-lives-likes-beautiful-love 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Read the passage. Then answer the question that follows. 
 

 

 

Read the passage above and give a sentence for compare and contrast: 
Compare:----- 1.____________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________ 

Contrast:--- 1.___________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________________ 

 
4.Circle T if the sentence is correct and Circle F if it is incorrect. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. What is the writer persuading the reader to do? 
 

 

2. What is one reason the writer gives for his opinion? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

1) Kiesha and Donna are both scientist. 
 

T F 

2) Kiesha studies frogs. 
 

T F 

3) Donna studies coral reefs. 
 

T F 

4) They both love to scuba dive. 
 

T F 
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3. Fill in the blanks: 
 

   a. Downtown should be for ________________. 

   b. ____________ are always full. 

 

4. Circle T if the sentence is correct and Circle F if it is incorrect. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May Allah bless you.                                                        5
th

 English Language Teacher 

   1) I believe the city should allow cars downtown. T F 
   2) The traffic is not bad there. T F 
   3) Streets are always full. T F 
   4) Send the mayor a letter. T F 
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       A-Vocabulary: 

Fifth Grade 2nd Question Bank-Term 2 

    Year 1442H/2020-2021 
 

    Unit 5:  Theme 1, Theme 3, Theme 4

      Question:( Multiple Choices): 
      Choose that which represents the correct choice for every question. 

 

1. sniffed loudly 

 (A) advanced (B) made of (C) strange (D) snuffled 

2. consisted 

 (A) selecting (B) advanced (C) snuffled (D) made of 

3. Read the first pages when you are __________ books. 

 (A) peculiar (B) made of (C) advanced (D) selecting 

4. I enjoy eating hotdogs and burgers at a ____________. 

 (A) swarms (B) barbecue (C) strutting (D) flicked 

5. I made a __________ using leaves, fabric, and string. 
 (A) collage (B) flicked (C) swarms (D) glorious 

6. What do sea- going sailors travel in? 

 (A) valuable (B) period (C) estimated (D) vessels 

7. Which word means the same as “worth a lot of money”? 

 (A) estimated (B) valuable (C) ship (D) period 

8. The tallest buildings are called ____________. 

 (A) skyscrapers (B) vessels (C) valuable (D) documenting 

  9. __________ of bees buzzed around the new blossoms. 

 (A) Swarms (B) Flicked (C) Collage (D) Glorious 

  10. taking notes 

 (A) valuable (B) documenting (C) period (D) vessels 

  11. The horse _________ its tail to shoo away the flies. 

 (A) flicked (B) strutting (C) glorious (D) swarms 

  12. ____________ means priceless. 

 (A) choosing (B) peculiar (C) valuable (D) advanced 
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13.  a length of a time /span  

 (A) documenting (B) estimated (C) vessels (D) period 

14.  It was a ____________ summer day. 

 (A) glorious (B) strutting (C) collage (D) flicked 

 15.   Lunch ____________ salad, pizza, juice, and fruits. 

 (A) consisted of  (B) peculiar (C) vessels (D) valuable 

 

Question :( Pairing Questions) 

Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from column (2). 
 

Column (1)                    Column(2) 

  1. 

(

 (A) advanced 

   2. 

 

 (B) barbecue 

  3. 

 

 (C) vessels 

 
 

 
 4. 

  

 (D) flicked 

5.   (E) selecting 

 
  6.                    

  

(F) skyscrapers 

 
 
 
 
  7. 

  

 

(G) swarms 

 
 8. 

  

(H) valuable 

 
 

  (I) collage 
 

 

 
 

  (J) positive 
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B-Spelling: 
 Question 1:( Multiple Choices): 
Choose that which represents the correct choice for every question. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  She is a __________ of the club. 

 (A) member (B) membur (C) membar (D) membir  

2.  part of flower (Circle the answer that matches the clue). 

 (A) petul (B) petal (C) petall (D) pettal 

3.  This ____________ we will go to the library every week. 

 (A) simmir (B) summur (C) summor (D) summer 

4.   Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) markit (B) markette (C) market  (D) marcket 

5.  Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) poster (B) postor (C) paster (D) pooster 

6.  tick_t (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) o (B) i (C) g (D) e 

7.  mons_er (Complete the word with the correct letter).  

 (A) t (B) s (C) y (D) c 

8.  
Teacher who gives private instruction. (Circle the answer that 
matches the clue). 

 (A) tootor (B) tootur (C) tutur (D) tutor 

9.  Earth is ____________ Venus and Mars. 

 (A) between (B) betwene (C) betwean (D) batween 

10. We ___________around the computer to see the Web page. 

 (A) gathur (B) gathir (C) gathor (D) gather 

11. dange_  (Complete the word with the correct letter). 

 (A) o (B) r (C) m (D) u 

12. Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 

 (A) powder (B) pawdir (C) pauder (D) poudor 
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 Question 2:( Pairing Questions) 

 Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from column (2). 

              Column (1)           Column (2) 

 

   1.  (A) swallow 

  
  2. 
 

 (B) woman 

  
  3.  
 

  (C) cheddar 

   
  4.   (D) zipper 

 
5.   (E) plastic 

 
 6.                    

 (F) blanket 
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C-Grammar: 
Question :(Multiple Choice):  
Choose that which represents the correct choice for every question. 

 

1.  Winn-Dixie had clean, sharp teeth. (Choose the suitable adjective) 

 (A)  Winn-Dixie  (B) clean, sharp  (C) teeth (D) had 

2. Florida has big mosquitoes. (Choose the suitable adjective) 

 (A) Florida (B) has (C) big (D) mosquitoes 
3.  Dad caught the ___________ fish of all. (Choose the adjective that 

correctly completes the sentence) 
 (A) bigger (B) biggest (C) big (D) big than 

4. The dolphin is one of the __________ animals. (Choose the adjective that correctly 

completes the sentence) 

 (A) smartest (B) smart (C) smarter (D) smarty 

5. The house was __________________. (Choose the group of words that best 

completes this sentence)  
 (A)  warm, and cozy  (B) warm and cozy (C) warm cozy (D) warm, and, cozy 

6. I brought home a _____________ kitten. (Choose the group of words that best 

completes this sentence)  
 (A) fluffy, white (B) fluffy, white, (C) fluffy white (D) fluffy; white 

7. The Pacific Ocean looks _________ than the Atlantic Ocean.(Choose the adjective 

that correctly completes the sentence) 

 (A) clearer (B) clearest (C) clear (D) cleared 

8. The sun looks __________ on the water than it does on land. (Choose the adjective 

that correctly completes the sentence) 

 (A) bright (B) brightest  (C) brighter (D) brighten 

9.  This rock is the ___________ of them. (Choose the adjective that correctly    

 completes the sentence) 
 (A) heavier  (B) heaviest (C) heavy (D) heaved 

 

10. 
 Andrea is a ___________ swimmer than Eric. (Choose the adjective that correctly  

 completes the sentence) 

 (A) fast (B) fastest (C) faster (D) fasten 

11. September is one of the ___________ months. (Choose the adjective that 

correctly completes the sentence) 

 (A) stormiest (B) stormier (C) stormy (D) storm 

12.  The blue whale is the ___________ mammal of all. (Choose the adjective  

 that correctly completes the sentence) 

 (A) larges (B) largest (C) larger (D) large 
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Question :(True or False) 
 

Put Ⓣ True if the underlined word is an adjective or Ⓕ False if the underlined word 

isn’t an adjective. 
 

1) Florida has big mosquitoes. T F 

2) Miss Franny wanted a little house with lots of books. T F 

3) The large bear had a strong smell. T F 

4) Miss Franny’s father was rich. T F 

5) This book is long and difficult. T F 

6) The bear looked dangerous. T F 

7) The dog was friendly and clean. T F 

8) Her father had a loud, scratchy voice. T F 

9) The road was not steep at all. T F 

10) That short, smart woman is the librarian. T F 

 

 

 

 

 
 

13. The deep water is __________ than the shallow water by the shore. (Choose the 

adjective that correctly completes the sentence) 

 (A) colder (B) cold (C) coldest (D) colds 

14.  This fish is ___________ than this one. (Choose the adjective that correctly  

 completes the sentence) 

 (A) smaller (B) smalls (C) small (D) smallest 

15. This fish tastes _________ than the other one. (Choose the adjective that 

correctly completes the sentence) 

 (A) saltier (B) stormiest (C) safer (D) redder 
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D. Writing: :( Multiple Choice): 

 
 

 
 
 

1.  A very interesting thing ___________on my first day of school. (Choose the 

correct answer) 
 (A) happen (B) happened (C) happens (D) happening 

2. In narrative writing, use ___ to start the sentences. (Choose the correct 

answer.) 
 (A) we (B) us (C) I (D) they 

3. To tell someone how to make something is _______ writing. (Choose the 

correct answer) 
 (A) descriptive (B) narrative (C) process (D) free 

4.  

 The time order words are: first, next, then and ________. (Choose the 

correct answer) 

 (A) mix (B) stir (C) chop (D) finally 

5. The past tense of like is ___________. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) liked (B) likes (C) like (D) liking 

6.  The past tense of eat is ___________. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) eaten (B) ate (C) eating (D) eats 

7.  The past tense of write is __________. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) writed (B) written (C) wrote (D) writing 

8. The past tense of play is __________. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) played (B) plays (C) playing (D)play 

9. The plural of tomato is __________. (Choose the correct answer) 

 
 (A) tomatos (B) tomato (C) tomatoes (D) tomatoz 

10.  The plural of city is __________. (Choose the correct answer) 

 (A) citis (B) cities (C) citiz (D) citiez 

11.  Narrative writing is written in ________ tense. 

 (A) present (B) past 

 

(C) future (D) present perfect 
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1. Write a narrative writing about "My First Day at School". Use the help box. 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ 
 

 
2. Write a recipe to make a Banana Shake. Use the help box. 

 
 
 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

first day  school  new  bag  water  bottle   sad   crying   
friends   girl   asked   happy  forget 

1 banana    1 bowl / 2 bowls    1 fork    1 spoon   1 glass 1 cup milk   1 scoop 
vanilla ice cream 
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Read the passage. Then answer the question that follows. 

 

 

1. What is the name of the desert? 

 

2. How much did they charge for a glass of water? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

3-Fill in the blanks: 
1. Many people headed west in the year __________________. 
2. _________________ men brought barrels of water. 

 

4- Circle T if the sentence is correct and Circle F if it is incorrect. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1) Many people who headed west in 1648 did not bring enough water. T F 

2) Some ran out of food in the Nevada desert. T F 

3) Clever men brought barrels of water. T F 

4) They charged thirsty travelers as much as $100 for a glass of water. T F 

5) Three California gold miners got fed up mining. T F 

6) They sold their cabin for $20 T F 

7) They gathered gold dust that had fallen off the men’s clothing. T F 

8) The gold dust was worth $200 T F 
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Read the passage. Then answer the question that follows. 

 

 
 

1. What was Nancy’s class planning? 

 

 

2. What did Nancy have all over her room? 

 

 

3-Fill in the blanks: 
1. She loved _____________, and had art posters all over the room she shared    

         with her sister. 

2. Nancy’s class was planing a trip to an art _____________. 

 
4- Circle T if the sentence is correct and Circle F if it is incorrect. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

May Allah guide you!                                                                     5th English Language Teachers   

 

   1) Nancy’s mother was planning a trip. T F 

   2) She loved paintings. T F 

   3) She had art posters all over the room. T F 

   4) Nancy said “I can hardly wait to go.” T F 

   5) Nancy liked original paintings. T F 

   6) The bus took almost five hours to get to the museum. T F 

  7) Nancy and her friends spend the whole afternoon studying art. T F 

  8) Nancy and Tyler are friends. T F 
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